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The frequeney of the Pulsations was tested in vain like that of 
the SpasIDs for a concordance with the tropical or synodical revo
lution of the Moon. 

In the yearly vaIues of the frequency of these PulsatioDs no 
parallelism with thc numbers for the sun-spots can be found, and 
in the monthly values a not very distinct yearly undulation appears, 
which however is quite different from thnt of the Spasms. But, 
curiously enough, the daily vaJÏations in the frequency agree, without 
being however quite equal, as appearA from the followiug table of 
the epochs of the maxima etc. 

Spasms 

Principal maximum 

» minimum 

11-12 P.1L 

7- 8 A.M. 

Pulsations 

0-1 A.M 

7-S A.M. 

Secundary maximum ± 2 P M. ± I P.M. 

» minimum 6- 7 PlM. 5-6 P.M. 

The Electrograms at Batavia show nothing remal'kablc during 
the occurrenee of PulRations, w hieh means that no simultaneous 
changes in the Potential can be observed. As regards the slope of 
Electric Potential in the lowel' strata of the atmospllere, I think 
this wiU not have any influence on the magnet. 

In concluding this preliminary communication I will point out, 
that a magnetic calm favoul's the developmellt of the Pulsations, 
which is connected directIy with the quiet of night, as shown by 
the magnetograms at Batavia. This nightly calm is cleady indicated 
by the diurnal variation of the above rnentioned "deviations", and 
the epoch of the minimum (1 A.M.) practically coincides with the 
maximum epocb of the Pulsatiolls. But also the minimum epocb of 
the deviations (3 P.M.) coincidcs with the epoch of tbe secondary 
maximum, and tbis makes the connection less clear. 

Physics. - Dr. FRITZ HASENOEHRL. "The dielectl'ic-coefficients 
of liquid nit1'OuS oxide ancl oxygen.l! (Communication N0. 52, 
from the Physical Laborutory at Leyden by Prof. H. KAl'IlER

LINOH ONNES). 

(Read September 30th 1899). 

Measurements of tbe dielectric-coefficients of liquid gases bave 
~een made up to thc present only by LINDE 1) and by D}~w AR and 

1) LINDE, Wied. Ann. 56 p. 546. 
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FLEl\l1NG 1). The measurements of LINDE are èoncerned wÎth those 
gases which become liquid under high pressure at relatively high 
tempèratures and are not in direct lelationship with the following 
work. On the rontrary DEWAR and FLElIIING have sought the 
dielectric·roefficient of liquid ox'ygen under tbe same condition as T, 
namely at the temperature of the normaI boiling point under atmos
pherlc pressure. 

Tbe gases were liquefied in the cryogenic laboratory of the University 
of Leyden, the arrangement of wbieh is described in anotber place 2). 

1 sbc1Il hence confine myself tö mentioning bere the special arran
gements used in the determination of the dielectric-coefficients. During 
the experiments the cryogenic apparatus was under the personal 
care of Prof. KAMERLINGlI ONNES, through whom alone my research 
was brought to a satisfdctory conclusion. I wish to express here, 
for this and much othl'r valuable assistance, my warmest and 
most sincere thanks. 

cJlliullt~j7!ff 

FJg 1 

1. Tlte Method. 

'l'he method I used was a modification of 
GORDON'S, the principle of which' is clearly 
and diagramatically shown in Fig. 1. The in
ner surfaces of two condensors Cl and O2 

are connected to tbe quadrant pairs of a 
THOMbON electrometer, and the outer sur
faces to one pole of an induction coil the 
other pole which is earthed together with the 
needie of the electrometer. Then, if the 
capacities Cl and C2 are equal, the needle 
will not be deiiected on starting the coil. 
If Cl is an adjustable condenser, then the 
capacity of C2 with different media can be 
obtained and hence immediately the dielectric 
coefficients of these media. But this assumes 

that the eleetrometer is constructed symmetricaIIy and that the capacity 
of the leads and also of the non-induetive parts of the condenser 
(i. e. other than the plat es) are the same on the two sides. The 
sim ultan eaus elimination of these two sonrces of error offers consi
derabIe difficulties. 

If we eaU rl and r2 the capacities of the quadrant pairs together 

1) DEWAR and FLEMING, }'roc. R. S. Lond. 
~) KAMERLTNGH ON NES, Comm. Phys. Lnb. Leiden NO. 14. MATHIAS, Le Laboratoire 

cryogène de Leyde, Rev. Gên. d. SClences, 1896 p. 38 J. And E'specially KAMERLINGIl 

OllllES Methads anti apparntus nse(l In tne cryogenic Inbo18tory 1. loc. cito No. 51. 
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w!th their leads; PI and P2 the eharacteristic constants of their 
action on the needle (the diflerential quotienttl of the mutual 
induction coefficients by the rotations); Cl and C2 the capacities of 
tIl(> two condensers to be compared; Cl and 1.'2 the capacities of the 
non-inductive parts of the condensors connected to the electrometer ; 
then the equation for the equilibrium of the needIe is 1) 

( Cl )2 PI = ( Cg )2 Pi1.' • • • • (1) 
Cl'+ rl til + ril 

If ho wever this equation is fulfilled tbe equality of Cl and C2 does 
not immediately follow. We can first make Pi = P2 by some known 
method. In this case equation (1) takes the forlll 

( Cl )2 = ( CC}, )2. . . . . . (1') 
Cl + 11 1.'2 + r2 

We can now reverse Cl and C2 thus changing their infiuence and, 
keeping P constant, alter r through a capllcity sueh that the equi
librium of the needle is not further altered by this reversal. Rence 
besides (I') we have 

( . C2 )2 = ( Cl )2 ..... (2) 
c2 + rl cl + ril 

And from (1') and (2) it follows that we mnst have YI = r2 and 
Cl = cil if we wi~h to arrive at 

Cl =C2 • 

H would however be difficult to make these quantities pand r 
equal with the necessary accmaey. Furthcl' they alter with every 
chRnge in the nullpoint of the electrometer needIe, and hence these 
equalizations would have to be of ten repeated and would be certainly 
very tedious and lengthy. On account of these difficulties I have 
modified the method as follows. 

Cp, remains permanently unaltered, Cl is an adjustable condenser, 
and is so arranged that the needie will not move when the coil is 
started. The condenser, of which tbc capacity is required, is now put 
in parallel with Cl' To bring the needIe back to zero, the capacity 
Cl must be decreased by a measurable amount which is equal to 
the required capacity. In this way the symmetry of the electrometer 
etc. requires no attention. The sole condition is that the wires, which 
put thc unknowll capacity in parallel with Cl, have not themselves 

I) See MAXWELL Electricity~nnd Magnetism. Vol. 1. p. 219. 
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a measurable capacity. Naturally this is not easily ahained, but the 
respective corrections may be determined fairly simply ás explained 
llclow. 

2. Description of tlte .~eparafe appamtus. 
The electrometer was a THOMSON'S in its original form. When 

this is set up in tbe neighbourllOod of thc working pumps of 
the cryogenic laboratory it must be little sensitivf' to vibration. 
For this purpose I obtained the damping by air (aftel' TÖPLER), 
instead of hy sulphuric acid, and replaced thè bifilar suspension of 
two cocoon fibres by a platinûm wire about 70 cm. long and 30 P
in diameter which eau carry a much greater weight. 

A fter these changel:l had been made tbe vibrations were less than 
0.1 mmo on a scale at 3.5 m. distance, ev('ll when thé pumps of 
the cryogenic laboratory were working at a distance of 10 m., while 
with the original arrangement it was quite impossible to make obser
vations under the same conditions. 

The indudion coi1 was worked by an alternating currellt making 
200 vibrations per second, the spark distanre at tbe ends of the 
secondary heing about 0.05 mm. I ). 

For the condenser an appl1ratus was used which was constructed 
according io NERNST 2) viz. two metal plates between which a glass 
plate can be displaced. Tbeoretically the alteration in the capacity 
is proportional to the position of the glass plate. In practice bowever 
the condenser must first be calibrated. This can be done with the 
help of a specially cOllstructed condens er sueh as N ERNST'S Trough 
condenser 3). 'rhe one used and shown in Fig. 2 only difrers from this 

Fig. 2 

sidered; as large 
somewhat limited 
connected to the 

in that the ebonite cover has been replaced by 
a metal one; and the metal tube, to which the 
other plate is fastened, by a stift' wire D of 2 mmo 
diam. The latter is insu1ated from the metal cover 
by a small thickness of ebonite. In a condens er 
constructed thus the non-inductive capacity is 
exceedingly small. 

In the construction of the experimental con· 
denser there are two points to be primarily con· 
a capacity as possible must be introduced into a 
space, and the non-inductive capacity which is 
electrometer must be as small as possible. These 

1) Preliminnry experiments showed thnt the passage of sparks of severnl mille
meters long did not expJode liquid nitrous oxide though this is endothermic. 

2) NERNST, Zeitschrift fur pllysik. Chemie xrv. 4. 
3) NEllNs'r, lor. cito 
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conditions wel'e fulfilled in the mannel' clearly shown in Plate I, which 
represents three different sectiolls of the condenser together with 
the beaker of the cl'yostat, made to receive the liquefied gas, in 
which it is placed. 

Tbe two outer plates Pl and P2 are connected by tho nut 8 to one 
another and by the pin t wilh the earth. The three screws 8 are 
placcd in suitable gIass tubes on which the five plate condenser is 
itself mounted. The plates thpmselves have a radius of 3 cm. and 
are separated from one another by small glass rods 1 mmo long. 
To reduce the errors so introduced to a minimum these glass rods 
must be made as smaIl as possible, and it appeared to be best to 
cut them from a 1 mmo glass tube with a wall of 1/" mmo and 
then to grind them exactly equal. The above mentioned error cannot 
finally be more than 0.1 OIo since it enters equally into 1.he 
llumerator and denominator of the expression for the dielcctric 
coefficient. The lat, 31d and 5th platf's are connected with a pole of 
thc induêtion coil, the 2nd and 4th with the electrometer. The 
necessary wires for this, dl and d2, are fastened to the lat and 2nd 

plates respectively; they are drawn through smaH openings in the 
superimposed plates, and continue above through the glass tube g. 

By means of a pin t the whole condenser is fastened to the cover 
of a hollow cylinder of brass In in which the liquid to be investigated 
is placed. '.1'he hollow cylinder is earthed together with the two 
outer plates 2). 

The method of filling the condenser with liquid gases must now 
be discussed, but some points should be first considered. The condenser 
and hollow cylinder must be protected as much as possible from 
external heat to prevent thc formatioll of bubbles of vapour, whence 
they are immersed in the beaker BI under the liquid gas. The liquid 
gas must be employed in sufficient quantity to cool the condenser 
and to keep it cold, it must be kept from the doteriorating action 
of atmospheric air, and finally care must be taken that the vapours 
drawll oft' are not lost. All these conditions can be best obtained 
hy the aid of a cryostat i. e. a boiling glass with its cases, such as is 
used in tbe cryogenic laboratory for meaSUl'ements with 1iquid gases. 
The description of the latter ean be found in another place 3). 

Tne following must also be considered. The principle of the method 

1) 'l'he seotion is taken partly through the tube !1 and partIy th.rouglt the tube N. 
2) By tlte wke qJ. See Plate I, Oomm. NO. Ii 1. 
3) KAMEJtLINGH ON.l>ES, Comrn. N0. 51 § 3. 
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is to compare the capacity of the same condenser in air and in á 

given medium when all dimensions are kept strictly constant. When 
the capacity of the air condcnser is obtained at the room tempera
ture, and that of the liquid condensel' at the temperature of boiling 
gases the geometrical proportions are probably altered by thermic 
expansion and deformation, and in considemtion of the large diffe
rence of temperature it is possiblc that an appreciable error may 
thus enter. 

Fot' these reasons tbe condenser was arranged in the hollow cylinder 
so that this enclosed spa~e could be evacuated and cooled in liquid 
gas. Then, in the manner described helow, tbis evacuated bpace con
taining the condenser could be filled with liquid gas from the beaker. 

It must be noticed that, however thin the leads may be they always 
will l'epl'esent a measurable capacity and hence that the smallest dis
placement of the apparatus will produce considerable errol's. Espeeially 
ta avoid this it is desirabIe to mount the apparatus as in ONNl<~S' 
m~thad for the use of liquid gases in measurements. According ta 
this method, the apparatus to be dipped in and fillcd with liquid 
gas is mounted in the closed boiling case, in which the liquid can 
be immediately poured out, so that the operations of exhausting 
cooling and filling wi th the liquid gas allow the position of the 
condenser and the leads to remain unaltered. 

The manner in which the above mentioned hollow brass cylinder 
is mounted with the experimental condenser in the boiling glass is 
given in Comm. N°. 51 § 2 1). The further arrangement of the 
covering of the condenser is shown in Plate I. The inside of the 
cylinder communicates with tbe exterior in two ways. One is the fine 
copper tube 'I' which communicates with the part of the beaker un
occupied by the cylinder. This can be opened or closed at pleasure 
from without by mea.ns of a cock in which the pin h is moved by 
the rod "2 and handle TIg. The other outlet is the glass tube g, 
through which the expanding vapours can be drawn towards u to 
be collected in the caoutchouc bags 2). 

1) Plute 1 is a detailed drawing of tlle cryostat containing Ule condense\'. Plate 1V is 
a dingramatic represelltation of the nitrous oxide circulatioll fine[ the cryostat, for the 
oxygen circulation see MATHIAS 1. c. 

!) Further explnnntions: a2 are smnll screws to fnsten pncking al' 1J wooden bloek 
to support glass tubes ZI whicb tbc wires dl nnd d2 pnss through, c wooden bloek 
in mo parts to support outftow tube without conducting of heat, f soldered in screW 
USE'd in boring the canal for tbe liquid gns, lel pncking under the level, kd brnss 
mount for screwing Oll the same, lc~ leatber cushion, e caoutchouc tube to aonneet 
the glnss tube U with the brnss covering of the condenser alld protected by fishgluc 
ngainst the Hquid gns. I1J brass bamels to make all tight with the help of the screws 
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Measuremcnts af0 obtained with tbe above as follows. First the 
coele 7t is shut and thE' liquid gas allowpd to stream into the 
boiling glass. Wben a sufficient quantity has collected there, and 
we may consider that tbe whole of the condenser has assumcd 
the tE'rnperature of the gas, the inside of the hollow cylinder is 
evacuated tbrough the glass tube pand the capacity of tbe conden
ser determined. Tbe cock 11 is thcn opened so that the liquid gas 
streams into the inside of the cylinder in consequence of the pres
sure. When this operation is finished the cock h is again shut and 
the capacity of the condenser redetermined, this time- with the 
liquefied gas as a medium 1). 

In order to he certain that the cylinder was full of liquid gas the 
gauge N was found to be necessary, in which the level of the meniscus 
indicates outside the level of the liquid in the cylindCl' or the glass 
tube g adjacent to it. The glass tube l which conneets 9 to N 
allows an equalization of pressure 2). 

It was ullfortullately impossible for the electrometer and above 
mentioned auxiliary apparatus to stand in the room where the 
refrigE'rating machinery is installed, partly from want of space and 
partly because of thc iucvitable vibration caused by the working of 
and attendance on thc pumps. Hence I had siurply the choice be
tween, placing the boiling flask containing' the condenser in the 
neighbourillg room where the electrometer already stood; or keeping 
the boiling flask in the cryogenic laboratory and connecting the 
condenser to the electrometer by adequately long leads. In the former 
case the liquefied gas would have to r be convcyed to the boiling flask 
through about 5 m. of tubing into which it would be very difficult 
to prevent the entrance of heat, anel a succesbful tel'mination of the 
research would be doubtful. rrhis consideration caused me to primarily 
favour the latter arrangement, although the sensibility of the method 
is undoubtedly diminished owing to the non-neglectable capacity 
l'epresented by the long leads. Finally I considered that the advantages 
of the latter arrangement outweighed its disadvantages. 

It appeared to be necessary to eli,minate the illfl uence of the long 

indlcated; j, p, q, 111, 112, 10h !OJ see Comm. N°. 51 § 2; ta ti copper lllountings to 
fusten steel pins Vi' v~. ThE' lnternl openin~ of the glnss tube 9 can be clenrly seen 
In front of the side tube U2 of the brnss T tube. 

1) In the first of the three sections given the hE'aker alld condenser are empty, in 
the second the benker is ful! nnd in the third both are fuH of liquid gas. 

2) The gauge lms been tumed in the second section in order to show l. As remarkE'd 
above the gauge has not been dtawn in Plate r. Comm. N°. 51 § 2, it is observed 
through K~ (PI. I, lor. cit.). 
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leads, for which auxiliary capacities were requircd. These WCId 

made on the same principle as the experimental condens er ; metal 
plates which are connected by glass tubes and separated by smaH 
gIass rings. The so formed condenser is then insulated by a layer af 
paraffin and placed in a card-board box coated with tin foil. The 
foil is put to earth so tbat the capltcity is quite invariable and ind<>
pendent of the prosence of neighbanring badies. 

Such an auxiliary condenser is also useful when experimentmg 
on a substance with a large dielectric-coefficient, for then the glass 
plate of NERNST'S adjustable éondenser ma.y not .be sufficie~ly long 
to give the required change of capacity. In such lL case the auxJl
iary capaeity should be put in parallel with the adjustablc condenser. 

3. Arrangement of the apparalus 

In order to avoid the errors al'i'ling from thc change of capacity 
of the leads, the whole appal'atus must be immovably and perma
nently fixed. For the &ame reason the condens ers should be very 
calefully switched on and off. This requires the use of a switch 
hoard to which the taunt wires are fixed and the capacity of which 
is as smnll as possible. Indeed for this purpose I employed smnll 
ebonite plates provided with mercury cups which could he connected 
by small metal bars. A. diaglamatic reprebentation of the arrange
ment is shown in Fig. 3 . 

... 
ó 

~\g. s. 
From the two quadl'ant pairs of the electrometer two wil'cS pro

ceed to the mel'cury cups a and b, and then to the small key S, 
by which a metallic connectioll between the quadrants can be made 
and the zero reproduced. From the six other mercury cups c, cl, e, f, g, h, 
leads go to the inner plates of six condens ers NI' N21 A, B, C, D, of 
which NI, N", are adjustable NERNs'r condensers and A,B, C D are 
auxiliary condensers as described above. The outer plates of these 
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last four condensel's can be connected as required to the earth or 
to the pole P of the Rumkorff coil to which the outer plates 
of /\'1 and N2 are always connected. Wh en the key V is shut the 
condensprs are earthed together. From H a wire proceeds into 
the neighbouring room, and can be connected by the key T to the 
experimental condens er E; the outer plate of whieh is always con
nected to the eoil. 

Although only onp adjustable condenser is required by the theory 
of the method, the second N2 is used partly for convenienee, partly 
for the calibration of the former 1) as described below. 

4. Oalibration of the adjustable condensers. 

The adjustable condenser was, as mentioned above, an instrument 
constructed aftel' NERNST'S design. The alteration in the capacity 
would be proportional to the movement of thp glass plate if the 
apparatus were theoretically exart. ThiR is naturally not the case, 
so the condenser must Brst be calibrated. The method employed is 
also due to NERNs'r. The calibration condenser is put in parallel 
with the adjustable condenser as described above, and the displacement 
determined whieh is required to re-establish equilibrium. 

When this is done the ealibration condenser is again cut off, and 
equilibrium re·obtailled with the help of the other adjustable con
denser. The former condenser is again put in parallel with the ealibra
tion instrument, the necessary displacement measured and the process 
repeated until the glass plate is exhausted. In this way one finds 
the different positions of the glass plate which correspond to equal 
differences of capacity. The application of this method of calibration 
depends upou the supposition that the capacity of the non-inductive 
parts of the calibration condens er is negligible, as wen as that of 
thp wire which puts it in parallel with the adjustable condenser. 
The first condition is almost absolutely fulfilled by the condenser 
described above (see fig. 2). The use of the wire can moreover 
be avoided as snown by NERNST 2). The' condenser is insulated by 
an ebonite plate and is so arranged that the 2 mmo wire D, whieh 
projects above the cover of the condenser, stands at the same 
height as the wires of the adjustable condenser (Fig. 3). The eali
bration condenser can now be Bwitehed on and oft' by shifting it 
for about 2 mmo in a horizo;ntal direction, so that the wire D is 
brought into contact with the lead. The respeetive positions of the 

1) See NERNST 1. C. 

2) 1, c. 
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leads, condenser plates etc. will be so liWe altered by this, that 
an error from this change is scarcf'ly to be feared. 

The whole of the ronnecting wire is hence reduced to the abo\Te 
mentioned wire D which has already a small capacity. The error 
is still further reduced, as D is inductively aft'ected by the metal 
co vet' of the calibrating condenser and hence may be considered as 
part of the inner plate of this. 

The r~su1ts of a calibration performed in the manner describf'Cl 
above are given in the second column of Table 1. 

Cnpn-

CIty 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

!J 

10 

11 

12 

IJ 

14 

15 

16 

17 

]8 

19 

TABLE I. 

Posltion 

of the 

glass plnte f 

8.40 I 
15 05 

21.45 

27.65 

33.60 

39.70 

45.90 

52 25 

58.83 

65.53 

72 31 

78 72 

84,.88 

90.47 

95 72 

100.68 

105.22 

109 39 

113 52 

117,14 

6.65 

6.40 

6.20 

5 95 

6.10 

6.20 

6.35 

6.58 

6 70 

6.78 

6 41 

6.16 

5.59 

5.25 

4.96 

4.54 

4.]7 

4.13 

3.62 

These number8 are the means of four series of obser\Tations in 
which the maximum difference was 02 mm, They form the basis of 
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tbe following measurpments. As only the differences of capacity are 
rpquired we put the capacity in the position 8.40 as 0, in the 
pasition 15.05 as 1 etc., i. e. we take that of the calibrating con
denser a'l unity. The corresponding numbers are given in tbe first 
column af the above tabIe, from which intermediate values can be 
obtained by graphic interpolation. 

As a control of the accuracy of the calibration values given in 
Table I the following work WdS undertaken. Measurements were 
made with another condenser in the same manner as before 
with tbe caJibration condenser, but the connecting wire was about 
12 cm. long and had hence a relatively large capacity. Let c be 
the capacity of this condenser, d that of the wire and r that of tbe 
electrometer together with its leads, which were unaltered thróughout 
the experiment. Further let xo• Xl' .r2 •••• be tbe capacities of tbe 
adjustable condenser which correspond to the different positions of 
tbe glass plate obtained in the calibration. Rence, when the condition 
that the needle is in equilibrium is fulfilled, we have 

etc. (3) 

from which we have immediately 

r + d Xil. - Xl 
. .. etc. r Xl - 310 3J2 - Xl 

bence the conseeutive displacements of thc glass plate are propartional 
ta one another. rfhe numbers given in Table II were obtained in 
this manner and each is the mean of three values as satisfactory 

rr A B L E Il. 

PO~ltlon CapaClty Capaclty 
of the Vijf D. 

glaBs plate. obselved calculated. 

52 25 7.000 - -
1.439 

61 80 8.4'39 8.440 o 001 
1 4.75 

71 80 9914 9 933 o 019 

81 77 11.487 
_1.573 

11.485 0.002 
1.612 

91.02 13 099 13.099 0.000 
1 684 

99.fil 14 783· 14.775 o 007 
1 743 

107 46 16.526 16 516 0.010 
1.809 

114.81 18.330 18 325 ~J.005 
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as in the former observations. The second column contains the 
capacities corresponding to the respective positions and obtained by 

. the above graphic interpolation. 
Column (3) contains the differences of the capacities in column 

(2) which should be proportional to one another. From thc various 
consecutive quotients the geometric mean is obtained and the 
numbers caleulated which are actually proportional to one another 
and which also ngree as much as possible with the numbers in eolumn 
(3). From these "calculated differences" column (4) is obtained by 
addition. The differences ad'aiÎl between columns (4) and (2) are 
found in column (5) whieh we may safely caU errors of observation. 
Thc grcatest is 0.019 of thc càpacity of thc calibrating condenser 
and is equivalent to a displacement of 0.13 mmo of the glass plate 
in the adjustable condenser. We can take this as the highest limit 
of attainable accuracy, being that with which a single capacity is 
itself determined. 

Tables 111 and IV were obtained in the same mannel'. The former 
relates to the part of the glass plate which was not used in Table lI, 
while the latter repl'esents 1he results of an experiment in which 
the former method was carried out with a considerably greater 
capacity. 

In will be seen that these tables show "observation errors" of 
the same magnitude as Table lI, and the remarks made above 
concerning the accuracy of the determinations hold also with these 
values. On the magnitude of the errors we may notice the following. 
The accuraey of a single adjustment was at a ,maximum 0.1 mmo 
as shown by a nu mb er of observations, in w hich the readings 

TABLE IIl. 

PositIOu ,Capaoity Capacity 
of the Diff Ó 

glass plate. observed. calculated. 

52.25 7.000 - -
1 4.45 

43.15 5.555 5.545 0.010 
1.395 

34 55 4.160 4.164 0.004 
1.310 

26.70 2.850 2.854 0.004 
1.255 

18.90 1 595 1.611 0.016 
1.170 

11.25 0.425 0.431 0.006 
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T.A.BLE IV. 

PositiOJl Capacity c.p"it~ of the DiW. 
calcnlated. /::,. glass plate. ob serv ed. 

I 
27.15 2.920 I 

4.080 
52.25 7.000 6.988 0.012 

4.220 
80.10 11. 220 11.233 0.013 

4.445 
103.70 15.661 15.663 0.002 

with one adjustable condenser were repeated ceteris paribus. 
Each of the numbers given in the above four tables is deduced from 
three readings, two with the condenser NI aDd one with NC),. The 
values which are given in the 'second column of Tables lI, III 
and IV have a larger inaccuracy, since the errors of direct reading 
are added to the eventually similar errors of the calibration curve. 
But all the valnes are the mean of four series of three observations, 
so the required error is reduced to 0.12 mmo Tbis is in accordance 
with the maximum error se en in the Tables II to IV which is 
0.13 mm., while most are much smaller. 

These considerations arc not howevcr very precise, for the calcula
tion of a capacity from the cnlibration curve implies the use of 
more than one observation, and the values "Oapacity calculated" are 
dcrived from all the observations. Hence the calculated error must 
be greater than 0.12 mm., and therefore the maximum error of 
O.OHI in the capacity - or of 0.13 mmo in the position of the glass 
plate - is entirely explicable from the reading errors. This result 
leaves no doubt as to the accuracy of the principle of the expe~ 
rimeDts. 

5. Measurements. 

The final determinations were made in the following manner. 
The adjustable condens er NI was set at 21.45 and the key T (Fig. 
3) opened, equilibrium was then attained by connecting up the 
auxiliary capacity alld adjusting NC),. The key T was then closed 
and NI readjusted until equilibrium was again established. If now 
we calI :ro and 3'1 the capacities of NI in the first and second positions 
respectively, r tbe capacity of the electrometer and its leads including 
the wire from H to the key T, d that of the wire from T to tho 
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experimental condens er, c that of the experimental condens er with 
vacuum as a medium. Then we have as above in equation (3) 

or 
d 

Zo - Wl = C = Wo - • • • • • • • (4) 
r 

Whcn the experimental condénser is now filled with a dielectric 
Huid its capacity will be altered to c' and a considerabie movement 
of the glass plate will certainly be required to compensate it. 

If we caU the capacity of the condenser in this third position a's, 

then we have in analogy with the foregoing 

, d 
a'o - Wil, = C - Wo - • • • • • • • (5) 

r 

The difl'erences a'o - a'l; tra - a's can be immediately read ofl'. In 
the same way we may express tbe difl'erence c' - c as a measurable 
quantity from (4) and (5). From this we can determine the value 
of c'/e if we know tbe value of c, wbicb can be obtained by mea
surements in wbich tbe value of r is purposely varied. But we find 
tbat tbe differences of the readings occurring in tbe observations are 
so small tbat tbe value of c cannot be determined to a greater 
accuracy than 10 %, and is hence useless. A determination of 
tbe value of a'o dir is required, and ibis can be made once for all 
by cutting ofl' the lead close to the condenser and fixing it in almost 
exactly the same position as before by means of wax, but insulated 
from tbe condenser. On') can now ronvince oneself that the error 
produced in fixing the wil'e does not reach 0.2 mm., by loosening 
and refixing it, moreover the elTor occurs equally in tbe numerator 
and denominator of the expression for the dielectric-coefficient. In 
tbe same way the capacity of the wire can be determined, by pro
ceeding with tbe lead in exactly tbe same way as with the whole 
conden8er, and thus arriving at tbe equation 

W'o - Wo = wo!:... • • • • • • • • (6) 
r 

and hence 
a'o :c'o -r r+ d 
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In which .v'o is thc capacity of tho adjustable condenser af ter the 
last alteration. 

From (4), (5) and (6) one obtains immediately for the dielectric 
coefficient 

In the following acr,ount of thc reslllts of my measurements let 
Yl oe the position of the glass plate of the adjustable condenser g,fter 
switching on the experimental condenser with a vacuum as medium 
and at the temperature of the liquid gas; Y2 be the position when 
the medium is the liquid gas. The capacities corresponding to these 
Jlositions are, as bofore, indicated by 11'1 and "2' Refore the determ
inations the glass plato always stood at 21.45 (AO 11'0 = 2.000). 

1. Nitl'ous oxide. 

19 June: 
Yl = . . . . . .. (This roading wa., omitted) 
Y2 = 106.2; 106.5; 106.2. 

20 June: 

Yl = 58.85; 58.85; 58.90. 
Y2 = 107.90; 108.10; 107.95. 

These determinations are not however roaUy trustworthy, as it 
appeared that tbe nitrous oxide becamc quite impure. 

The following results are final. 

9 July: 
Yl = 56.30, 56.40; 56.35 
Y2 = 106.00; 105 90j 106.00i 106.20 

The corresponding capacitios arc: 

(.ro = 2.000). 
11'1 = 7.640. 
11'2 = 16.191. 

Me~ms 56.32 
106.03 (± 0.17). 
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2. Oxygen. 

10 July: 
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Mcans 57.72 !11 = 57.70; 57.70; 57.75 
!f2 = 86.15; 86.10; 86.05; 8585; 83.95 86.02 (± 0.17) 

The corresponding caparities arc. 

(oXo = 2.000) 
a"l = 7.843 
Iril, = 12.200 

This gives the above defined difference. 

a"Ol_lro = 3.731. 

As the glass plate can on1y be moved fl'om 21.45 to 8.40, all 

auxiliary condenser must be employed; it is ho wever scarcoly worth 
while to communicate the rcsulting data in extenso. 

Fl'om the above results and formu]a (7) we ohtain tIle following 
values fol' thc dielectric-coefficients: 

K 
14.191 + 3.731 

"TO = = 1.912 
~Y2 5.640 + 3.731 

_ 10.200 + 3.731 _ 145r. 
](02 - 5.843 + 3.731 - . " 

. . . . . . .. (8) 

To these values we can make a correction ; we must consider 
that not only the experimentàl condenser but also the leads werc 
immersed to a definite height in the liquid gas, while the entirc 
length of the leads was 88 cm. The value 

d 
:r'O -:ro = a"o- = 3.731 r 

onIy applies rigidly when thc whole lead is in air. When tho 
capaoity of the condensers filled with liquid gas is requirod thc 
quantities d and (J'o' - :ro) must be multip]ied by 

(
83 5) 
88 + IC 88 

where J( is tbe dielectric-coefficicnt of thc medium. Por this cor· 
rection the appl'oximate vaIues given hy (8) are quito sufficient, and 
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tbe inftuence of the surJ'ounding tubes is negIigible in view of tbe 
accuracy obtained. 

We arrive Bnally at the following values 
for nitrous oxide: 

14.197 + 3.731 (~+ 1.912 ~) 
KN,lO = 5.640 + 3.731 = 1.933 

for oxygen: 

(
83 - 5 ) 

10.200 + 3.731 88 + 1.455 88 

Ko2= 5.843 + 3.731 = 1.465 • 

As one se es tbc values of '!J2 are a little more variabIe than those 
~ which refer to our condensers when filled with air (sec § 4). This may 

be due to variations of temperature or smaH impurities. When we 
take tbis into account and assume for the other numbers the accu
racy arrived at above, we find tbat the maximum error (ir we assume 
that the errors are additive) in the dielectric-coefficient ofnitrous oxide 
is 0.5 % and in that of oxygen 0.7 % while the error probably can 
he smaller. 

The value 1.491 given by DEw.A.R and FLEMING for the D-C. of 
oxygen at the norm al boiling point, differs from my value by 1.8 0/0' 
au agreement which may be considered as satisfactory, if we take 
into ~'.Ccount the deviations in the various values arrived at by 
different workers, even wh ere thc experimental substance can be 
more easily produced than liquid gaaes. 

6. Application of the CL.A.USIUS-MoSOTTI formula to the 1·eSlûts. 

An obvious application of the above resuHs is employing them ta 
test the Cr • .A.usIUs-MosOTTI formula. 

This is usually expressed 

K+2 
--- • d = Const.=D 
K-I 

where K is the dielectric·coefficient, d the density. 
This equation enables us to calculate the D.-C. of a suhstance in 

the liquid state when we know the D.-C. in the gaseous state and 
the densities of both a.ggregates. 

This is unfortunately not possible for nitl'ous oxide as the density 
at the normal boiling point is not accurately known. However as 
it is very intel'estillg to see how my valtlc agrees with the observations 
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of' tINDE 1), we· wil! take 1.15 for thé deni:)ity óÎ nÎtrous oxide· 
af ter NATTERER 2). Rence weobtain 4.85 as the value 'of D for 
liquid nitrous oxide at its boiling point, ,while LINDE found 5.42· 
for the· same at 00 O. For gaseous nitrous oxide we:obtain iJ = 5.~03 
assuming (1 = 1.969·X 103, K =--= l.001158 af ter KLEMENCIO •. 

. With oxygen also ~nIy an approximate test of the formula is 
possible as ·the rcquired data are inaecurate.·More especially the value 
of the D.-C. of gai;!eous oxygen is ~nknown, and there .~xist8 only 
a weIl grounded supposition by DEwAR and FLEMING 3) . that it will, 
not differ sensibly from that· óf air, whieh was found by bûth 
BOLTZMANN. and KLEMENClC to be 1.00059 at 00 C. and 760 mmo 

The dE'~sity of gaseous oxygell is. l.4292 X 10-8 at 0°: C. anfl 
760 nim. 4), that of .liquid oxygen is 1.124 after OLSZEWSKI5), 
1.1375 aftar DEWAR 6) and 1.134 af ter LADENBUll.G and KnÛGEL 7) • 
. If we then assume 1.00059 for the D. C; of gaseous oxygen, and, 

1.1375· for the density of tllC liquid we arrive at 1.556 as the D.-C. 
for the latter, whieh value agrees as far as the order of magnitude 
with the vaIues· found· hy DEWAR and FLEMING. Conversely assuming 
the D.-C: of the liquid oxygen we obtain· the value of 1.00051 for 
the gas ihsteadof 1.00059. , 

From "the ullcertainty. of t~e data employed a better agreement. 
: eanlIot· be expected. The experiments· are at least not contrary to 

the 'CLAUSIUS-MoSOT'rI formula, while the further eonsideration of 
,its applieation to oxygen lTIust be deferred for tbe present. 

Physics. - "The HALL-effect und the inàease of Magnetic Re
. sistance in Bismutk at very low Temperatures".·, By pro 

. E. 'VAN EVERDINGEN Jr. (Communieated by Prof. H. KA-
MERLINGH ONNES). ' 

tWill be' published in the Proceedings o{the nextmèeting.) 
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